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Lead News Story

Trump nominates Kavanaugh to Supreme Court
US president Donald Trump has nominated
Brett Kavanaugh to fill the US Supreme Court
vacancy left by Justice Anthony Kennedy.
Kavanaugh currently serves as a judge for
the US Court of Appeals for the District of
Columbia Circuit. He replaces Kennedy, who
was nominated by president Ronald Reagan
in 1988 and served for 30 years.
Kavanaugh has previously served as associate
counsel, senior associate counsel, and
3
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assistant to the president and staff secretary In a tweet, the president said it was his
during George W. Bush’s administration.
“honour and privilege to nominate judge Brett
Kavanaugh to the US Supreme Court”.
Trump described Kavanaugh as a “brilliant
jurist” with “a clear and effective writing style, US Congressman and representative for
universally regarded as one of the finest and South Carolina, where Kavanaugh currently
sharpest legal minds of our time”.
serves, Joe Wilson, added: “The nomination
of Judge Brett Kavanaugh, a highly qualified
Both Kavanaugh and Trump’s first Supreme and highly respected judge, is a home run.
Court nominee, Justice Neil Gorsuch, He has a distinguished record of being fair,
previously served as clerks for Justice Kennedy. impartial, and faithful to the constitution.”
www.ippropatents.com
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News Round-Up
Amazon’s Alexa in VoIP patent dispute
Amazon’s
personal
assistant
product
Alexa has become the subject of a patent
infringement case launched by VoIP-Pal.
In its complaint, filed at the US District Court
for the District of Nevada, VoIP-Pal alleged
that Amazon’s Alexa infringes its patents for
voice over internet protocol technology.
Alexa, the artificial intelligence that features as
the assistant in the Amazon Echo product line,
communicates with users when a trigger word
is used and can answer questions and create
event reminders. Alexa can also be used to
call other Amazon devices.
The latter system is what VoIP-Pal has
taken issue with. It claimed this technology
is infringing its patents for communication
methods that use the internet.
In the complaint, VoIP-Pal said: “The
patents-in-suit
represent
fundamental
advancements to the art of internet protocolbased communication, including improved
functioning, routing and reliability for
communications over the internet.”
VoIP-Pal has requested a jury trial and is
seeking damages.

Extraterritorial damages available to
US patent owners, says SCOTUS

USPTO grants first ever US
CRISPR patent

The US Supreme Court has ruled that
patent holders should be able to claim
lost profits on overseas infringement in
WesternGeco v ION Geophysical Corp.

The US Patent and Trademark Office (USPTO)
has granted Emmanuelle Charpentier’s
company, ERS Genomics, the first ever US
patent covering CRISPR gene editing.

time, WesternGeco is not entitled to lost
profits caused by the use of its invention
outside the US.”

“That foreign conduct isn’t ‘infringement’
In the 7-2 ruling, the Supreme Court held and so under 284’s plain terms
that damages for overseas infringement isn’t a proper basis for awarding
of a domestic patent may include lost ‘compensat[ion].’”
profits for overseas contracts the patent
holder would have obtained if the He added: “No doubt WesternGeco
infringement hadn’t occurred.
thinks it unfair that its invention was
used to compete against it overseas.
However, in a dissenting opinion, But that’s simply not the kind of harm
Justice Neil Gorsuch said: “If ION’s for which our patent laws provide
infringement had cost WesternGeco compensation because a US patent
sales in this country, it could have does not protect its owner from
recovered for that harm too. At the same competition beyond our borders.”
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The patent covers the use of an optimised
guide RNA format in all environments,
including human cells.
The USPTO deemed the patent to be unrelated
to the ongoing dispute between Charpentier/
UC/Vienna group and the Broad Institute/MIT/
Harvard group.
Commenting on the grant, Eric Rhodes,
CEO of ERS Genomics, said: “We are very
pleased to finally see the first of what we
expect to be many more US patents issued
www.ippropatents.com
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from the seminal discoveries of Emmanuelle
Charpentier and Jennifer Doudna and their
research teams.”
“The USPTO deemed the claims allowable
despite efforts by lawyers representing the
Broad Institute to block the issuance of the
patent, leading to today’s formal grant.”
Rhodes added: “There seems to be popular
recognition within the scientific community of
the ground-breaking nature of the Charpentier/
Doudna discovery, but it has been somewhat
frustrating to have waited so long to see
that being translated into appropriate patent
recognition in the US.”
“Despite having filed more than six months
later than Charpentier and Doudna, the
Broad Institute had their patents issued early
because they paid special fees to have their
patent review expedited.”
“This has led to further confusion among those
groups looking to secure appropriate license
to use the technology.”

Lilly wins Alimta Vitamin Regimen
patent lawsuit

Australian senate committee seeks AI patent laws
An
Australian
Senate
committee
has advised parliament to pass new
intellectual property laws to allow
automated decision-making on patents.
The amendment will phase out the
innovation patent system, as well as
allowing for automated decision-making
on patents.
One schedule consists of 21 parts,
“which implement a number of measures
to streamline and align the administration
of the Australian IP system,” according to
the amendment.
Under the proposed bill, the registrar may
“arrange for the use, under the registrar’s
control, of computer programmes for any
purposes for which the registrar may, or
must, under this act or the regulations:
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make a decision; or exercise any power or
comply with any obligation; or do anything
else related to making a decision”.
The committee believes that introducing
automated decision making will “ease
the burden on the commissioner and
registrars, who have to make a large
number of decisions that are currently
delegated to IP Australia employees”.
The government had proposed changes
to Australian IP laws through two
separate bills and is implementing a
fair use provision as part of its ongoing
Copyright Act modernisation regime.
It is also consulting on safe harbour
industry code regulations after being
advised to extend safe harbour regimes
through cloud-based services.

The US District Court for the Southern District
of Indiana has ruled in favour of Eli Lilly in a
patent infringement dispute with Dr. Reddy’s.
The court ruled that Dr. Reddy’s vitamin
regimen patent infringed Eli Lilly’s patent for
pemetrexed for injection.

Commenting on the ruling, Michael Harrington,
Lilly’s senior vice president and general
counsel, said: “We are pleased with today’s
district court ruling finding the Alimta vitamin
regimen patent would be infringed by the
competitor’s proposed products”.
“Eli Lilly’s extensive research to discover the
Alimta vitamin regimen patent deserves
intellectual property protection. We depend
on strong and effective IP protection to
support our investment in the next generation
of breakthrough medicines.”
Earlier in June, the district court also ruled in
favour of Lilly in a dispute against Hospira.
www.ippropatents.com
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The rulings mean that both Dr. Reddy’s and
Hospira will be prevented from launching their
alternative salt forms of pemetrexed.
Lilly said it expects both Dr. Reddy’s
Laboratories and Hospira to appeal.

WiLAN acquires MagnaChip portfolio
Atria Technologies, a WiLAN subsidiary, has
acquired a patent portfolio from MagnaChip.
Atria Technologies has obtained a portfolio
containing more than 85 patents and
applications from MagnaChip Semiconductor
Corporation.
MagnaChip is a designer and manufacturer of
analogue and mixed-signal semiconductors
The acquisition was made under WiLAN’s
Partnership Program. All other terms of the
agreement are confidential.
The patents cover semiconductor process
technologies used in the manufacture of
semiconductor devices.

China filing ‘unprecedented level’ of
cybersecurity patents, says report
China is filing cybersecurity patents at
an “unprecedented level”, according to a
report from Minesoft and Patinformatics.
The report showed that China had
surpassed the rest of the world in
cybersecurity patents, with a specific
focus in the sub-category of authentication.

and Alibaba, are filing for patents in the
US, as well as China.

Minesoft and Patinformatics explained
that the number of priority filings related
to cybersecurity from China in 2017 was
almost 7,000, showing that the country
has made this field a “national priority”
and is patenting at “an accelerated rate
compared to other jurisdictions”.

However, the US-based IBM retained the
largest collection of cybersecurity patent
families, followed by Microsoft.

Many of the Chinese companies filing
these patents, including Tencent, Huawei
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Minesoft said this was a “clear signal of
the importance these companies place
on these innovations and their likely
quality”.

According to Cybersecurity Ventures’
cybersecurity
market
report,
the
cybersecurity market has grown by
roughly 35 times in the past 13 years, and
in 2017 it was expected to be worth more
than $120 billion.

Another WiLAN subsidiary, Security Video
Camera Systems, acquired a security camera
surveillance patent portfolio from Panasonic
back in May.

RetailMeNot files
against Honey

patent

lawsuit

Coupon collection company RetailMeNot has
filed a patent infringement lawsuit against
Honey Science Corp.
In its complaint, RetailMeNot accused Honey
of infringing four of its patents relating to
digital coupon redemption and collection.
RetailMeNot said that these patents “protect
RetailMeNot’s pioneering developments in
computer-related technologies”.
Commenting on the lawsuit, Jonathan
Kaplan, CLO and CCO of RetailMeNot, said:
“RetailMeNot strives to invent world-class
digital technology giving consumers the
best possible experiences when using our
products online and in-store.”
www.ippropatents.com
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“We are committed to our continued investment
of significant resources in protecting the
company’s intellectual property through the
development of patent and other IP rights.”
RetailMeNot is seeking a permanent injunction
and damages.

WIPO Academy turns 20
The
World
Intellectual
Property
Organization’s (WIPO) Academy has
reached its 20th anniversary.
Founded in 1998, the Academy has had more
than half a million students enroll and has
launched various unique classes on different
aspects of IP.
With distance learning courses, advanced
courses for government officials, and IP for
Youth & Teachers classes, the academy has
offered its alumni many opportunities since
its inception.
WIPO’s academy has had a near equal split
in gender of participants, with 52 percent of
students being female.

Roomba makers take step closer to defeating infringers
Makers of the Roomba vacuum,
iRobot Corp have received an initial
determination from the US International
Trade Commission recommending a
limited exclusion order in a patent
infringement dispute with bObsweep,
Hoover, and Shenzhen ZhiYi Technology.

Commenting on the decision, chairman
of the board and CEO of iRobot
Colin Angle said: “This determination
validates the strength of iRobot’s
patent portfolio.”

“We are pleased that the judge found
several claims infringed and valid for the
The three companies allegedly infringed remaining asserted patents.”
iRobot’s patents on robot mobility.
“We are in the process of reviewing the
Administrative law judge, Thomas Pender, remainder of the initial determination
recommended the exclusion order to and determining how to respond. We
prevent the importation into the US of believe strongly in the validity and
infringing robotic vacuum products from strength of our patents and remain
iLife, Hoover, and bObsweep. The final committed to stopping infringement of
determination is expected in October 2018. our patented technologies.”
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Commenting on the milestone, Francis
Gurry, WIPO director general, said: “The
WIPO academy is a real success story
and a great example of successful
international cooperation.”
“We extend our thanks to all of the participants

over the last 20 years in our courses and all
of the partners who have helped us to deliver
this extremely important service.”

IPONZ suggests patent fee increase of
50 percent
The Intellectual Property Office of New
Zealand (IPONZ) has suggested that patent
examination fees should be increased by as
much as 50 percent.
In a review of IP fees, IPONZ suggested that an
increase of patent examination fees could help
recoup the costs of delivering patent services.
Currently, it costs NZD $500 for a patent to
be examined or re-examined. IPONZ have
recommended this be increased to NZD $750.
www.ippropatents.com
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The review noted that similar fees are already
in place in Australia, the UK and Canada.
IPONZ said that it considered an increase is
warranted “because the new fees will improve
the effectiveness, equity and efficiency of
IPONZ services”.
“Ultimately, these benefits flow to fee payers
and the public in the form of better quality
services, lower overall costs and a more
fair distribution of the costs and benefits of
IP protection.”

China closes in on the US in applications
of synthetic bio patent numbers
China is catching up with the US in terms
of patent filings for the applications of
synthetic biology, according to a report
from PatSnap.
The report, which covers synthetic biology
innovation, highlighted that China has
14 percent of all new patents for the
applications of synthetic biology, while the
US has 25 percent.
Over the past several years, China has
suffered from issues with contaminated rice
and high levels of pollution, despite industry
consolidation on climate issues and stricter
central government controls.
PatSnap explained that these issues had led
to a push to solve the pressing problems,

resulting in its number two spot in patent
filings relating to synthetic biology.

Apple and Samsung settle patent war
Apple and Samsung have agreed to settle
their long-running patent infringement
dispute. In a joint filing at the US
District Court for the Northern District of
California, Apple and Samsung agreed
to drop and settle their remaining claims
and counterclaims in the matter. Judge
Lucy Koh has now signed off the order,
marking the official end of the case.
Apple had been awarded $539 million in
damages in a jury decision at the court
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last month. The dispute began in 2011
when Apple sued Samsung for infringing
three design patents that cover the
iPhone’s screen shape, round corners,
and bezel and icons.
The case was heard by the US Supreme
Court at the end of 2016 and a new trial
was ordered at the district court after the
Supreme Court ruled on how penalties
were calculated.

The report also showed environmentally
friendly tyre patent applications have grown.
PatSnap highlights that this will be an
important forward step, as more focus and
popularity is heading towards electric cars.
Another growing sector that’s highlighted by
the report, is microfluidics patent filings and
litigation, which PatSnap say is “booming”.
The report highlights that the microfluidics
industry is the macro trend to watch, with the
market expected to reach almost $14 billion
in value by 2025.
www.ippropatents.com
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PatSnap noted that printing company HP is
seeking to apply its microfluidics technologies
in adjacent life sciences markets.

Amneal Pharma wins in nasal
spray dispute
Amneal Pharmaceuticals has received a
favourable ruling in a patent infringement
dispute with Lannett Holdings in relation to
nasal spray patents.
Amneal filed a complaint at the US District
Court for the District of Delaware, accusing
Lannett of infringing nasal spray patents.
The case was referred to the United States
Court of Appeals for the Federal Circuit
ruled that Lannett failed to prove that
Amneal’s Zolmitriptan nasal spray patents
were invalid.

Chinese government ‘faithfully honoured WTO
commitments’, says white paper
The
Chinese
government
has
“faithfully fulfilled its World Trade
Organisation
(WTO)
Accession
Commitments”, according to a new
white paper from the State Council
Information Office of China.

conforms to WTO rules and suits national
conditions of China.”
This not only serves China’s own
development needs but also “helps
cultivate a business environment that
is law-based, internationalised and
business-friendly”, according to the
white paper.

The white paper, which dealt with a
wide range of commitments, including
the improvement of the socialist
market economy and the fulfilment of China said that it “hope(s) foreign
commitments on trade, also discussed governments will also improve protection
China’s intellectual property commitments. of Chinese IP rights.”
China said it was “strengthening IP rights
protection” on its own initiative, which is
“the centrepiece for improving the property
rights protection system”, that will provide
“the biggest boost to the competitiveness
of the Chinese economy”.
“Since acceding to the WTO, China has
formulated and improved its laws and
regulations on IP rights protection, set
up IP rights working mechanisms with
many countries, drawn upon advanced
international legislative practices, and
built an IP rights legal system that
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The restructuring of the state IP office,
campaigns like the ‘Convoy Campaign’ for
protecting patent rights, and three IP rights
courts being set up in Beijing, Shanghai
and Guangzhou have all contributed to
the strengthening of IP rights in China,
according to the white paper.
China’s white paper comes after both the
US and the EU filed complaints against
China at the WTO, with accusations of
intellectual property malpractice and
violations of the Trade-Related Aspects
of Intellectual Property Rights Agreement.

Commenting on the ruling, Rob Stewart,
president and CEO of Amneal, said: “We are
pleased with the Federal Circuit’s affirmance
of the district court decision.”
“We look forward to continuing to supply
this product to patients and will continue to
actively protect our intellectual property.”

USITC launches investigation
imported earpieces

into

The US International Trade Commission
(USITC) will investigate a range of companies

and Amazon sellers, including Beeebo,
Phaiser and Smartomi, over the alleged
section 337 violations of the US Tariff Act.
Bose Corporation filed a complaint with the
USITC in May, following the filing of its patent
infringement claim against the companies.

The products at issue are in-ear headphones
and accessories using a retaining structure to
secure the device in a user’s ear.
Bose claimed that certain earpiece devices
and components that infringe its patents were
used by the companies.
It requested that the USITC issue a general
exclusion order and cease and desist orders.
www.ippropatents.com
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The USITC will set a target date for
completion of the investigation within 45
days after its institution.

the Staff Union of the EPO (SUEPO), which
has levelled significant criticism against the
departing president in recent years.

Campinos begins EPO tenure

Battistelli has been accused of abusing staff
rights at the office, including introducing
proposals to scrap permanent employment
contracts, allegedly dismissing staff members
against the wishes of the administrative
council, and overseeing “shocking events” at
the office.

António Campinos has officially begun his
five-year term as president of the European
Patent Office (EPO).
Campinos was previously the executive
director of the EU Intellectual Property Office
(EUIPO) and before that, the former president
of the Portuguese Patent Institute.
Campinos was also the head of the
Portuguese Delegation at the Administrative
Council of the EPO from 2005 to 2010.
He succeeds Benoît Battistelli, who was
president of the EPO for eight years.
Battistelli took up the position on 1 July 2010
for a term of five years, which was extended
for a further three years in June 2014.
Battistelli was the first EPO president who
had previously held the post of chairman of
the EPO’s Administrative Council.
His tenure saw a record number of patent
grants year-over-year, a feat that the EPO said
was down to efficiency measures brought in
under Battistelli.
He also played a role in the creation and

Battistelli also attempted to change work
practices at the office, including an end to fixed
wage increases and a move to promotions via
seniority, rather than work performance.
SUEPO has held various demonstrations
challenging Battistelli and the allegedly unfair
dismissals of several staff members.

With Battistelli’s departure comes a sigh
of relief from many at the office, including
13
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In a letter, SUEPO suggested that Campinos
should establish a multilateral working
group charged with truth finding and
recommending concrete action on the rule
of law and fundamental rights at the office,
the dignity of staff, staff welfare and the
relationship between working conditions and
psychosocial risks.
A source close to SUEPO told IPPro that
Campinos has inherited a “difficult situation”.

The source said: “The Administrative
Council of the EPO selected Campinos as
the new president not only for his technical
These demonstrations were banned early on, competence in IP matters but also because
exacerbating the problem.
he demonstrated, in his former post at the
EUIPO, that he is able and willing to establish a
Union Syndicale Brussels, one of the biggest constructive rapport with social partners to
trade unions in the European Public Service the benefit of all stakeholders.”
Union, joined with SUEPO and demanded an
end to Battistelli’s “arbitrary anti-union action”. However the source added that Campinos
must act as soon as possible to “reIt said: “These scandalous events at the establish full compliance with the rule of law,
EPO also result from a deficient governance fundamental principles, the service regulations
structure encountered in many international and duty of care towards staff; reassess the
organisations.”
work pressure and its impact on patent quality,
as highlighted by four major patent law firms
Campinos offers a glimmer of hope for in Germany; and re-establish staff trust in
those fatigued by the EPO’s management management, by annulling all disciplinary

advancement of Europe’s unitary patent system. over recent years, but his election doesn’t
come without scepticism from SUEPO,
Commenting on his new role, Campinos said: and while Battistelli’s tenure comes to a
“I’m delighted to start my role as president of close, the rest of the EPO’s management
the EPO, an organisation already respected committee—one which has presided over
greatly for the services that it offers.”
the controversy—remains.
“The EPO is undoubtedly a success story and
we want to build upon that by assessing with
our staff and stakeholders if improvements
can be made. That means working to ensure
that the office will not only be efficient but
also effective in delivering high-quality
patents to our users to support Europe’s
innovation sector.”

SUEPO said that it believed this indicated that
the Administrative Council was looking to “reestablish harmonious working conditions and
to dissipate the atmosphere” generated at
the office.

sanctions abusively imposed by Battistelli on
certain staff representatives and union leaders
(several complaints before ILO-AT are still ongoing), and enforce compliance with resolution
CA/26/16 of the Administrative Council”.

The source outlined that a “handful of officials
The embattled SUEPO has previously outlined who assisted Battistelli in implementing his
that it is “ready to embark on a road to fruitful abuses remain (so far) in place”, and this
cooperation” with Campinos, provided there would make Campinos’s job “challenging”.
was a “respect by top management for the
rule of law”.
“If Campinos wants to have a chance to improve
things, they have to be removed, in particular
When applications opened for the role, one (but not only) Elodie Bergot, [principal director
of its stated requirements was “to lead the of human resources at the office].”
EPO with modern management techniques
and an outstanding ability to engage in The source concluded: “At this point, we
social dialogue”.
suspect that EPO staff will not be lured
www.ippropatents.com
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by mere words: some concrete action is
expected. The atmosphere at the EPO, today,
was one of excitement and expectation—
some colleagues exchanged ‘happy new
year’ wishes.”

ILO exonerates EPO staff
The International Labour Organisation’s
(ILO) Administrative Tribunal has exonerated
several European Patent Office (EPO) staff
who were in disputes with the office.
Specifically, the tribunal set aside three
decisions by the EPO’s disciplinary committee
and president Benoît Battistelli against EPO
staff members Malika Weaver, Ion Brumme,
and Elizabeth Hardon.
Weaver was accused of breaching her duties
by exerting “undue pressure” on a colleague
in order to “prevent a settlement between the
EPO and that colleague”.
At the time, Weaver was the treasurer of the
executive committee of the Munich Section of
the Staff Union of the EPO (SUEPO).

EPO and CIPC reinforced co-operation programme
The European Patent Office (EPO) and
South Africa’s Companies and Intellectual
Property Commission (CIPC) have signed
a reinforced cooperation agreement.

Both also agreed to partake in a study to
aid structural and legislative reforms for
patent-related reforms.

Commenting
on
the
agreement,
Battistelli said: “The signing of this
agreement is a milestone for the EPO
and testifies to the close partnership we
have developed with South Africa in the
field of patents in recent years. We are
This cooperation agreement is the first very pleased and proud to have been
that the EPO has signed with a non- selected as the preferred cooperation
member state.
partner of the CIPC in supporting the
further development of South Africa’s
As part of the agreement, the CIPC will patent system in line with international
be able to access and search reports and best practice and for the benefit of our
written opinions from the EPO.
companies and inventors.”
The agreement was signed by CIPC
commissioner, Rory Voller, and ex-EPO
president, Benoît Battistelli, on his last
day at the office (29 June).
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Weaver’s colleague had been involved in
internal proceedings at the EPO and informed
the administration of the EPO that Weaver was
putting pressure on him to “continue his case
before the tribunal to seek reimbursement of
costs”, otherwise SUEPO would “take legal
action against him”.
The staff member had signed an agreement
with SUEPO, which allowed for the staff
union to cover any costs incurred in legal
proceedings initiated by him against the
EPO, provided he did not breach any part of
the agreement.
The agreement held that the staff member
“shall at all times entrust the whole procedure
to the lawyer, either directly or through
SUEPO’s legal advisor” and “shall at no
time communicate directly with the office on
matters concerning the litigation without the
prior and express approval of the external
lawyer or the [SUEPO] legal advisor”.
Weaver was informed that the EPO considered
that the general agreement was void, at least
www.ippropatents.com
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partially, as it unduly limited the exercise of
the staff member’s rights.
Weaver forwarded this letter to SUEPO, which
partially published it on their website.
The disciplinary committee concluded that
Weaver had “failed to comply with her duty to
exercise the greatest discretion with respect
to confidential matters” and recommended
the sanction of deferment of advancement to
a higher step for a period of three years from
the end of 2015.
This view was endorsed by Battistelli, who
imposed on her a disciplinary sanction of
downgrading her one grade and two steps for
serious misconduct.
Weaver requested that the decision
be reviewed, but this was rejected as
“unfounded”. The ILO Administrative Tribunal
said that this was the impugned decision.

internal investigation, Patrick Corcoran, with
an internal confidential document from the
Local Advisory Committee.

Commenting on the resolutions to these
cases, SUEPO said: “We are grateful
for the clear signals from the tribunal in
respect of egregious abuses, but we feel
However, on the undue pressure point, caution is in order.”
ILO leaned on its ruling in Weaver’s case,
arguing that the “freedom of association “More cases are pending, most prominently
‘precludes interference by an organisation in that of Laurent Prunier, dismissed in 2016 and
the affairs of its staff union or the organs of whose case is not yet up for being treated by
its staff union’”.
the tribunal (it will be at the earliest in Q4 2018,
possibly later).”
“A staff union must be free to conduct its own
affairs, to regulate its own activities and, also, “Also we are not happy with the results of the
to regulate the conduct of its members in cases of Aurélien Pétiaud and Michael Lund
relation to those affairs and activities.”
to whom go our thoughts.”
Brumme was dismissed by Battistelli as a
result of these allegations.

On the subject of the document, ILO said
it was “not satisfied that the document
disclosed by [Brumme] was of a character
that required that it not be disclosed”.

ILO said that Weaver’s conduct was “in the “Accordingly the EPO erred in treating the
circumstances, reasonable conduct for a staff complainant’s conduct as misconduct.”
union representative seeking to protect the
resources of SUEPO that were to be used, in The decision was set aside, Brumme was
part, to fund the legal assistance given to [the ordered to be reinstated to his position and
staff member].”
will receive moral damages of €30,000.
“It did not and could not constitute misconduct
let alone serious misconduct. Both the
disciplinary committee and the president
erred in law in characterising her conduct in
this way.”
ILO ordered that the impugned decision be
set aside and Weaver restored with retroactive
effect to the grade she would have held but
for the imposition of the disciplinary sanction,
with all legal consequences. Weaver was also
awarded €25,000 and costs.
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Prunier was reportedly dismissed against
the will of the EPO’s Administrative Council
in 2016.
The council requested that Battistelli ensure
that disciplinary sanctions and proceedings
were not only fair, but also seen to be so,
under the possibility of an external reviewer
or of arbitration and mediation, according
to SUEPO.

Further, it requested that the president notify
Hardon was accused of orchestrating, the Administrative Council before further
promoting or assisting in orchestrating and decisions in disciplinary cases were taken.
promoting a harassment campaign directed
against an elected member of the Central
Staff Committee, and that she had threatened
other staff members.

After a lengthy internal process, Hardon was
dismissed by Battistelli after a recommendation
from the disciplinary committee.
But ILO ruled that the burden of proof rests
on an organisation to prove allegations of
misconduct beyond a reasonable doubt
before imposing a disciplinary measure.

The second decision, concerning Brumme, is
linked to Weaver’s. Brumme was accused of
“breaching the highest standards of integrity
expected of him” under the EPO’s service ILO said that the disciplinary committee did
regulations by encouraging staff members to not apply the appropriate standard of proof,
sign the aforementioned “unlawful” agreement. so its recommendation was tainted and that
the proper standard was not applied.
He was also accused of inciting Weaver
to unduly pressure the staff member and Hardon’s case has been returned to the
providing another staff member involved in an disciplinary committee to be considered again
15

with a proper standard of proof. She will also
receive €20,000 in damages.

Have a news story we should cover?
Contact us via:
barneydixon@blackknightmedialtd.com
www.ippropatents.com

Patent Profile

Spies and drones
Overwatch’s play of the game system, Amazon’s hack proof drones,
Facebook’s microphone spies and the first ever patent
Blizzard Entertainment, the makers of World of Warcraft, have been
granted a patent for a replay system in its Overwatch game. The US
patent (0161675) covers the recording and reveal of several key ingame events, showing the timestamp for when each event occurs.
Overwatch is a team-based multiplayer first-person shooter video game,
where the player controls various characters on a 6v6 battleground.
A ‘play of the game’ is picked at the end of the game, which is then
replayed for all players remaining in the match. Also included in the
patent is the method of how players can share those clips and upload
them to social media.
Play of the game is supposed to highlight the most exciting
moments from the fast-paced first person shooter that players may
have missed.
Spy times

from the user’s profile to aid in making decisions about which filter
to apply. The patent describes how Facebook wants its users to be
more expressive.
The mask itself can create images of humans and animals, or
animals faces.
Facebook was also recently granted a patent that utilises a users phone
microphone to listen to conversations for targeted advertisements.
The US patent (0167077) records ambient sound and is triggered
when high-pitched audio signals in adverts are heard by the device.
The microphone would then record the user’s reaction to the adverts
to better tailor adverts.
The high-pitched sounds wouldn’t be detectable by humans but
would be by your device.
Here come the drones

Facebook has been granted a patent that will read facial emotions
and place a filter to match said emotions.
The US patent (0182141) describes a ‘dynamic mask’ that identifies
the user’s emotions and then selects a mask that will cover the face
when taking a ‘selfie’. The system would also utilise information

Amazon’s has taken yet another step closer to a working drone
delivery fleet. It’s latest patent reveals a method of making the
drones hack proof. The US patent (10007265) is specifically designed
for delivery vehicles and shows Amazon’s clear intention to make
drone delivery a reality.

Patent Past: The first patent
With the number of patents filed at the US Patent and Trademark
Office topping 10 million last month, it’s time to look back to the very
first granted and see what started it all off.
On July 31, 1790 Samuel Hopkins was issued the first ever patent.
It was for a process of making a product called potash, which is an
ingredient used in fertilizer.
It is a mixture of various mined and manufactured salts that contain
potassium in a water-soluble form.
The patent was signed by George Washington.
The original document is currently housed in the collections of the
Chicago Historical Society.
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Conference Report

The Global IP Exchange:

Human ingenuity and open source technology

The Global IP Exchange UK saw experienced delegates from around
the globe impart their knowledge in an intimate setting on the outskirts
of London
Ben Wodecki reports
The Global IP Exchange UK took place at the Marriott Hotel on the
outskirts of London, just by Heathrow airport. Aeroplanes, a mighty
example of human ingenuity, acted as a backdrop to the event, while
the main theme of the conference centred around the next biggest
human invention: artificial intelligence (AI). AI could be the future of
humanities work force, and, according to Susan Hallen, manager of
intellectual property client solutions at IBM, AI has come a long way
since Watson on Jeopardy.
Speaking in a presentation about data extraction in IP, Hallen
highlighted that IBM refers to AI as augmented intelligence, as “it
should be an addition to what you’re doing and should be your buddy”.
During her speech, Hallen said that the amount of data being handled
in IP “is way too much for one person to adjust to using in a speedy
fashion”, whatever your role may be.
17
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She said: “There is so much data out there and it’s about identifying

what is important and then taking out the bias.”

“A thing like Watson can go through the entire document, judging what
is important and what isn’t.”
Hallen pointed out that every patent IBM uses is pre-analysed and
has its connotation and concept understood by Watson.
Sunil Sudhakaran, patent lead for the Samsung Research and
Development Institute UK said, in general, AI-based applications
have increased since 2012.
Sudhakaran highlighted that in the pattern recognition area alone,
AI-based applications to the US Patent and Trademark Office have
increased from 100 in 2012 to more than 700 in 2017.
He stressed to the audience that when applying for any AI applications,
the importance of clarity is key.
www.ippropatents.com

Conference Report

Sudhakaran also highlighted increases in other application areas,
with communication applications featuring the second largest rise,
500, along with all other areas increasing.
While patent protected technology was a main talking point, open
source technology also featured at the Global IP Exchange, and,
according to Martin Yagi, IP manager of First Light Fusion, it’s here
to stay.
A key point of Yagi’s presentation, was that inventors must maintain
IP integrity whilst participating in open source and this means seeking

For those who don’t comply, he warned that either the licensor, or the
Free Software Foundation will find out.
In another session Daniel Shulman, chief IP counsel of Reynolds
Group Holdings, outlined how he believed the US is the worst place
to enforce IP.
Speaking on a panel covering the management of IP in foreign
markets, Shulman admitted his choice for worst “may seem odd”.
He argued that there are “various judges who all have their own views

patent protection.

on patent cases”.

Yagi said that applications for open source technologies increased
by 60 percent alone from 2016 to 2017. He highlighted that in terms
of industry, there had been a 16 percent in hardware products
and 69 percent increase infrastructure applications featuring open
source technology.

He said that patent cases in the US do sometimes lead to “a big
lottery ticket”, but admitted that these damages are coming down.

Despite a bright future for open source technology, Yagi warned
there are some dire consequences for those who don’t comply with
regulations relating to open source.
He said: “Customers do increasingly care about open source, and
if you don’t comply you are at risk of upsetting authors, as well as
litigation and injunctions.”
“If you’re just distributing internally, then you’re fine, but as soon as it
leaves your company, then you’ve triggered an obligation.”
18
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Shulman said: “I look at other jurisdictions that have limited or no
discovery and go, ‘well that’s a lot more cost-effective for a patent
owner than anything I can do in the US.’”
He added: “You might win, 98 percent of cases settle. But if you ask
about hostility in the patent world, I would much rather litigate in the
Chinese market than the US.”
Fellow panellist David Jones-Robertson, head of IP at ARVOS Group,
disagreed, suggesting that India is the worst.
He said: “I would argue India. As there it takes 10-20 years to get
litigated. You could be dead by the time its over.” IPPro
www.ippropatents.com

SCOTUS Panel

WesternGeco, the extraterritorial breakthrough
taking damages overseas
The US Supreme Court’s ruling in WesternGeco v ION Geophysical sent
shockwaves around the globe. Our panel analyses this extraterritorial decision

How will the decision in WesternGeco effect patent owners?
The opinion opens the doors for the pursuit of damages based on
activities outside the US, as long as those activities arise from the
domestic infringement. Although the opinion deals specifically with
infringement under section 271(f)(2), it has the potential to affect
damages for any form of infringement under section 271, including
the more commonly asserted provisions of section 271(a). Although
the opinion deals specifically with lost profits damages, it has the
potential to affect any form of damages under section 284, including
reasonable royalties. The opinion likely will enable patent owners to
pursue these avenues to damages based on activities outside the US.
The opinion does not, however, precisely define whether and how
they will succeed.
Are there any significant lawsuits currently in the courts that
could see a change of direction as a result of the ruling?

and reasonable royalty damages. The Supreme Court did not have
to address proximate cause in order to decide this case, but it did
explicitly acknowledge proximate cause as a potential factor in the
damages analysis. This will spur disputes in the lower courts that
may shape the law.
What’s your analysis on Justice Neil Gorsuch’s dissenting opinion?
Justice Gorsuch appeared to have concern over US legislation—
the US Patent Act—enabling US patent owners to extend their
monopolies beyond US borders. Other than that specific concern,
his dissenting opinion does not appear to reveal any more general
leanings on patent law, except perhaps that the Patent Act should
be interpreted narrowly to ensure the proper scope of the patentee’s
exclusive right.

Could we see further clarification on proximate cause?
Patent owners and accused infringers will likely clash over proximate
cause in the lower courts. Many questions remain unanswered as to
how, if at all, proximate cause should affect the damages analysis
in the particular scenario addressed in WesternGeco—and also in
the more common scenario of infringement under section 271(a)
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Aaron Fahrenkrog
Partner
Robins Kaplan

The opinion has the potential to affect any case that involves US
infringement within a connected network of US and international
business activities. In a global economy, this likely will arise in
many cases.
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SCOTUS Panel
What are the implications of the US Supreme Court’s ruling
in WesternGeco?
The Supreme Court handed patent owners a significant win
in WesternGeco. The court overturned the Court of Appeals
for the Federal Circuit’s bright-line rule against recovery of lost
profits that accrue overseas, even when caused by domestic
patent infringement under section 271(f)(2).
The Federal Circuit’s per se bar to the recovery of such
damages was at odds with the statute on patent damages and
risked systematically undercompensating patent owners for
damages resulting from US infringement.
The court’s ruling has widespread implications for pending and
future lawsuits and helps ensure that patent owners receive
adequate compensation for damages caused by US patent
infringement regardless of where they fall.

Patent owners can recover foreign lost profits for US patent
infringement. Although the decision is limited to section
271(f)(2), its reasoning is much broader and applicable to
the other provisions of section 271. Foreign lost profits can
be very significant for patent owners that also sell their
products abroad.
As the newest member of the panel, Justice Gorsuch’s
dissenting opinion opened some insight into his leanings
on patent law. What’s your analysis?
Justice Gorsuch’s opinion does not appreciate the impact of
US infringement and compensating for it regardless of where
the damages fall as required by statute.

Irena Royzman
Partner
Patterson Belknap Webb & Tyler

The opinion appears to reflect a policy view since the majority
decision flows directly from the US damages statute.
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Had the Supreme Court affirmed in WesternGeco, it likely would have
had a greater impact by foreclosing foreign damages under section
271(f) of the US Patent Act and, depending on the court’s reasoning,
under other provisions of the Patent Act.
The court instead reversed and did so on narrow grounds, establishing
only that foreign damages may be awarded in cases involving the
assembly of components into an infringing device overseas under
section 271(f). In doing so, the court declined to rule on whether
similar remedies may be available under the other subsections of
section 271, thus keeping the door open—as it has been—for these
types of damages theories under other provisions of section 271.

How significant is WesternGeco’s win for patent owners?
The significance of the win depends on how broadly the Supreme
Court’s rationale is applied.
The Supreme Court’s holding is narrow: foreign lost-profits damages
are available for domestic acts that fall within section 271(f)(2) of the
US Patent Act.
But the reasoning behind that holding is broad: a patentee must
be made whole, even if the measure of harm includes foreign
consequences of the domestic infringement.
So one of the big questions going forward is whether lower courts
apply the Court’s broader reasoning to other parts of section 271
beyond section 271(f).

Laura Lydigsen
Chair of the appellate practice group
Brinks Gilson & Lione

What is the effect of the US Supreme Court’s ruling in
WesternGeco v Ion Geophysical?

capability to exploit the demand, and (4) the amount of profit the
patent owner would have made.
Of these four factors, the third—the absence of acceptable non
infringing substitutes—may be the most interesting.
Under the US Court of Appeals for the Federal Circuit’s Grain
Processing decision, a later-developed design-around product may
be considered “available” if the defendant can show that it could have
been developed, made, and sold during the infringement period.
Here, one could see an accused infringer apply Grain Processing
by analogy—specifically, that the alleged infringing act could have
been performed outside the United States; therefore a noninfringing,
foreign-made substitute “exists”; and therefore that lost profits are
not available under the Panduit test.

With the court majority declining to address the issue of
proximate cause, might we see further clarification from the US
government or lower courts? What could this entail?

Causation is always a fact-specific analysis, so lower courts will work
out the matter of proximate cause for foreign lost-profits damages on
a case-by-case basis.
Patentees prove up lost profits using the four Panduit factors, namely:
(1) a demand for the patented product, (2) an absence of acceptable
non infringing substitutes, (3) the manufacturing and marketing
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I’m not surprised that the court did not address proximate cause.
The briefing and argument focused on the broader and more abstract
question of whether foreign damages were available for domestic
infringement, not whether WesternGeco proved causation.
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Industry Appointments

Appointments at Barnes & Thornburg and Goodwin
Barnes and Thornburg have hired Matthew Leno, Peter
Siavelis and Matthew Gryzlo as partners in its intellectual
property department.

Julia Gard, chair of Barnes & Thornburg’s IP department added:
“We’re thrilled to welcome this group to the firm.”

Siavelis and Gryzlo will join the firm’s Chicago office, and Leno will
join the Washington DC office. All three join from McDermott Will
& Emery.

“We have a deep bench of talented attorneys with technical
backgrounds and experience. The addition of these three will be an
asset to our clients facing sophisticated and complex challenges to
their business.”

Leno focuses his practice on patent, trademark and trade
secret litigation.

Goodwin has hired four intellectual property litigators as partners
in its Washington DC office.

He represents clients in medical devices, cellphone technology, and
semiconductors. He has experience as a patent examiner for the US
Patent and Trademark Office.

Mark Davis, PJ McCarthy, Ronald Pabis and Stephen Shahida will
all join the firm.

Siavelis focuses his practice on US and foreign patent and trademark
litigation, counselling and portfolio development.

Davis focuses on IP rights litigation and has experience representing
clients before District and appellate federal courts, as well as the US
International Trade Commission.

He represents clients in wide variety of fields including LEDs, infrared,
and applications related to sports and fitness equipment.

McCarthy litigates cases in telecommunications, automated vehicle
systems and global positioning systems, as well as advising startups

Gryzlo advises clients on domestic and international patents,
trademarks and copyright.
His practices focus is primarily in the areas of litigation, portfolio
management and IP acquisition. He has previously served as
trial counsel in federal district courts, the US International Trade
Commission, and the Patent Trial and Appeal Board.
Commenting on the moves, managing partner of the Chicago
office, Mark Rust, said: “The Chicago office is in a growth phase
and the addition of these accomplished IP attorneys continues that
strategic trajectory”.
“We’ve been making significant investments in Chicago and other
key markets, like Washington DC and seeing it reflected in the
exceptional legal talent that we’re able to attract and retain on behalf
of our clients.”
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on non-litigation IP matters.

Pabis has over a decade of experience representing tech companies
in patent litigation and licensing disputes. Pabis’ expertise areas
include semiconductor, semiconductor packaging, and medical
device fields.
Shahida has handled cases involving graphics accelerator chips, disk
drives and advanced medical devices.
Commenting on the moves, Douglas Kline, chair of Goodwin’s IP
practice, said: “Widely recognised as industry-leading practitioners,
Davis, McCarthy, Pabis, and Shahida join Goodwin as we continue to
see strong demand for our services from technology clients. We are
delighted to welcome them to the Goodwin partnership.”
“We have built a destination IP practice that represents innovative life
sciences and technology companies.” IPPro
www.ippropatents.com
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